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Abstract

Each year, breast cancer accounts for more than 400.000 new cancer cases and more than 130.000 cancer deaths in Europe. Prognosis

of non metastatic breast cancer patients is directly related to extend of the disease, mainly nodal spreading and tumor size, and to

molecular profile, particularly HER2 overexpression. In patients with HER2-overexpressing tumors, different studies have shown

cellular and/or humoral immune responses against HER2 associated with a lower tumor development at early stages of the disease.

These findings have so led to the hypothesis that the generation of an anti-HER2 immune response should protect patients from

HER2-overexpressing tumor growth. Taken together with the clinical efficiency of trastuzumab-based anti-HER2 passive

immunotherapy these observations allowed to envisage various vaccinal strategies against HER2. The induction of a stable and strong

immunity by cancer vaccines is expected to lead to establishment of immune memory, thereby preventing tumor recurrence.

However, an immunological tolerance against HER2 antigen exists representing a barrier to effective vaccination against this

oncoprotein. As a consequence, the current challenge for vaccines is to find the best conditions to break this immunological tolerance.

In this review, we will discuss the different anti-HER2 vaccine strategies currently developed; considering the strategies having

reached the clinical phases as well as those still in preclinical development. The used antigen can be either composed of tumoral

allogenic cells or autologous cells or specific of HER2. It can be delivered by dendritic cells or in a DNA, peptidic or proteic form.

Another area of the research concerns the use of anti-idiotypic antibodies mimicking HER2.
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Introduction

The HER2 receptor is a tumor-associated antigen which is normally present during embryonic development and, in adult life, is

over-expressed by malignant cells. Specifically, 15  of invasive breast cancers, 54 to 100  of colorectal cancers, 25  of ovarian cancers,% % %
17 to 82  of pancreatic cancers and 34  of prostate cancers ( ) over-express HER2 and this feature is correlated with greater tumor% % 1 –3 

aggressiveness, increased risk of recurrence and poor prognosis ( ). Since HER2 is over-expressed at the cell surface of tumor cells, it4 

represents a good target for anti-cancer immunotherapy ( ).5 

Over the past years, monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) as well as tyrosine kinase inhibitors that target HER2 have been developed. Recent

results with anti-HER2 mAbs, such as trastuzumab (Herceptin , Roche, Switzerland), validated the use of passive immunotherapy for the ®

treatment of cancer. Trastuzumab is a humanized mAb directed against the extracellular domain (ECD) of HER2 and its use, in

combination with chemotherapy, has been approved by the FDA in 1998 for metastatic HER2 over-expressing breast cancer ( ).6 

However, a major limit of immunotherapy with trastuzumab is the development of drug resistance usually within one year from the

beginning of the treatment in the metastatic setting ( , ). Additionally, the risk of cardiac toxicity, especially in patients previously7 8 

treated with anthracyclines, may limit the use of trastuzumab ( , ).9 10 

Since 1994, different studies have shown the presence of cellular and/or humoral immune responses against HER2 in patients with

HER2 over-expressing tumors ( , , ). As shown in a preclinical model, such immune response can be associated with slower tumor5 11 12 

development at the early stages of the disease ( ). These observations, together with the reports about the efficiency of13 

trastuzumab-based anti-HER2 passive immunotherapy, motivated the development of various anti-HER2 vaccine strategies with different

limitations ( ). Indeed, the use in patients of a vaccine that induces or stimulates a pre-existing anti-HER2 immune response offersTable 1 

several advantages ( ) when compared to passive immunotherapy with trastuzumab: (i) fewer iterative injections, (ii) potentiallyTable 1 

broader use in patients expressing different levels of HER2 ( 1 to 3 by immunohistochemistry, IHC) and (iii) establishment of a memory+ +
immune response capable to prevent disease recurrence.

However, immunological tolerance against HER2 does exist and it represents a major obstacle to effective vaccination against this

oncoprotein. Accordingly, the current challenge for vaccines is to find the best conditions to break such immune tolerance without

inducing autoimmune reactions that would be deleterious for the healthy tissues ( ), particularly the myocardium.14 
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Vaccines evaluated in clinical trials ( ) are made of tumoral allogeneic or autologous cells or are HER2-specific. They can beTable 2 

delivered using dendritic cells (DCs) or in a DNA, peptidic or proteic form ( ). A more recent vaccine strategy is represented by theTable 2 

use of anti-idiotypic antibodies (anti-Id Abs) that mimic HER2 and are usually injected in combination with vaccine adjuvants or

immune-stimulating cytokines.

Considering the existing immunological tolerance against HER2, we will discuss the different anti-HER2 vaccine strategies that are

currently developed and have been or are assessed in clinical trials as well as those which are still at the preclinical stage. We will also

comment on how anti-HER2 vaccines can be combined with other strategies in order to improve the clinical responses.

Immune tolerance against HER2

Since the description of the theory about immuno-surveillance in cancer in 1957, scientists have tried to develop effective

immune-based anti-cancer therapies ( ). As previously stated, at the beginning of nineties, a series of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)15 

specific for the extracellular domain of HER2 were generated to selectively block its signaling function ( ) and one of them,16 

Trastuzumab, has proved to be successful in the clinic either alone or combined with chemotherapy ( , ). Since then many successful17 18 

antibodies and cytokines have validated the use of immunotherapy in oncology. The logical next step for cancer immunotherapy consisted

in using the body s own adaptive immune system to identify and destroy cancer cells through vaccination.’

HER2 over-expression has been linked to more aggressive disease and poorer prognosis in node-positive breast cancer. On the other

hand, it is related to a more favorable prognosis in some patients with stage I breast tumors that contain inflammatory infiltrates which

may represent an immune response directed against autologous cancer cells ( ). The better outcome in these patients may be related to19 

the generation of a HER-2/neu-specific immune response which could directly or indirectly limit further cancer growth and metastasis.

Different investigations to determine the HER-2/neu-specific immunity in patients with cancer indicate that high levels of both T-cell and

antibody immunity exist in some patients, while it is low or lacking in the majority of them ( , , ). This strongly suggests that in the5 11 12 

majority of patients immune tolerance to HER-2/neu has been developed probably related to the oncofetal origin of HER-2/neu, and that it

represents a barrier to effective vaccination against this antigen ( , ).20 21 

These findings have stimulated additional studies to test vaccine strategies that aim at inducing and/or increasing the immunity against

HER-2/neu for the treatment of breast cancer or for the prevention of recurrent disease. Since effective vaccine strategies must circumvent

tolerance, methods to break tolerance, such as presenting the critical epitope in a different molecular environment to the tolerized host,

have been developed. Indeed, from the beginning several studies focused on evaluating whether tolerance to HER-2/neu could be

circumvented by immunization with either peptide-based vaccines ( ) or DNA ( ). Today, protein-, peptide-, DNA- and22 –24 25 –27 

anti-idiotype (Id) antibody-based vaccines have been developed with great specificity and without toxicity ( , ). These strategies28 29 

include the alteration of the immunogenicity of naturally occurring peptides, the use of novel immuno-adjuvants, CTLA-4 blockade,

T-regulatory cell depletion and the use of a unique delivery system ( ).30 –32 

Vaccines based on whole cells
Tumor cells

This type of vaccines has the theoretical advantage of providing a complete mixture of tumor antigens to the patient s immune system’
to develop an effective immune response. However, the induction of an antigen-specific immune response depends on the presence of

non-specific co-stimulatory signals provided by Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) to activate T cells. Since most solid tumors do not

express these co-stimulatory molecules they are unable to provide all the signals necessary for T cell activation. Thus, to confer an

immuno-stimulant potential to tumor cell-based vaccines, genes encoding for co-stimulatory factors, such as CD80 or cytokines, have been

introduced in these vaccines ( , ).33 34 

More recently, Kim PS have demonstrated in a preclinical model that combined administration in mice of HER2/neu-specificet al., 

mAb and a HER-2/neu-expressing, GM-CSF-secreting whole tumor cell vaccine enhanced induction of neu-specific CD8 T cells through +

Fc-mediated activation of dendritic cells ( ).35 

Autologous cells

Recently, a phase I clinical study of 18 patients with metastatic breast cancers, which over-express HER2, evaluated the toxicity and

the immune response induced by lapuleucel-T (APC8024), an autologous active cellular immunotherapy ( ). This vaccine was prepared36 

from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), including APCs, that had been activated in vitro with the recombinant fusion protein

BA7072 composed of the intra- and extra-cellular domains (ICD and ECD, respectively) of HER2 fused to GM-CSF. The vaccine was

well tolerated and a significant anti-HER2 cellular response was observed. One patient had a partial tumor response for 6 months and

disease stabilization for 1 year was observed in 3 other patients ( ). These results are encouraging and further trials should be performed36 
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to confirm the clinical benefits of lapuleucel-T. Other clinical trials have been conducted using SVBR-1 or SKBR-3 breast cancer cells (

).Table 2 

Dendritic cells

The use of DCs as a vaccine strategy has the theoretical advantage of promoting the presentation of the vaccine antigens to other cell

types of the immune system.

Experimental work

A preclinical study demonstrated that immunization with DCs transfected with an adenovirus encoding the HER2 protein delayed the

onset of spontaneous HER2/neu over-expressing mammary tumors in BALB/c transgenic mice ( ).37 

Chen , have shown that administration of DCs transfected with an adenovirus encoding both HER2 and IL-12 could induceet al. 

tumor protection in FVB mice challenged with syngeneic HER2 over-expressing tumor cells and that both CD4 and CD8 T lymphocytes +  +

(TL) were necessary to elicit this response ( ). Similar results were obtained with DCs transfected with an adenovirus encoding HER238 

and TNF  ( ).α 39 

In 2008, Sas used (RGD) AdVneu, a recombinant adenovirus that encodes the HER2/neu protein and the arg-gly-asp (RGD)et al. 

motif. The addition of the RGD motif in the construct was reported to efficiently increase expression of HER2/neu ( ). The authors40 

transfected DCs with (RGD) AdVneu ((DCneu2 cells) or AdVneu alone (DCneu1 cells)) and then evaluated the anti-HER2 cellular and

humoral responses as well as the anti-tumor effect ( ). In DCneu2 cells, HER2/neu expression was more than eight times higher than in41 

DCneu1 cells. Similarly, the CTL and humoral responses induced by DCneu2 vaccination were more important than those induced by

DCneu1 vaccination. Immunization of FVB mice with the DCneu2-based vaccine protected 100  of the animals that were transplanted%
with a syngeneic tumor cell line which over-expresses HER2 ( ). In addition, the same authors previously reported in a side-by-side41 

study that a vaccine based on DCs transfected with an adenovirus encoding HER2 was more efficient than the DNA-based HER2 vaccine (

).42 

Another preclinical study tested the effectiveness of syngeneic DCs transfected with a construct in which HER2 ECD is fused with the

transduction domain of the Tat protein ( ). Mice immunized intra-peritoneally (ip) with these DCs developed tumors of significantly43 

smaller size than non-immunized animals or mice immunized with DCs transfected only with the Tat transduction domain. The authors

also demonstrated that the anti-tumor effect was due to a CD4 and CD8 T response ( ). +  + 43 

Clinical trials

Three clinical trials are currently ongoing and they all use loaded DCs ( ). Among them, one included 6 patients with breast orTable 2 

ovarian cancer immunized subcutaneously with DCs loaded with two peptides derived from HER2: p369 (amino acids aa  369 377) and[ ] –
p654 (aa 654 662) ( ). After 3 immunizations, 2 patients developed p369-specific circulating TL which efficiently inhibited growth of– 44 

HER2-positive cancer cells in vitro. Moreover, one of the two patients was stabilized for 8 months, while having been in progress before

the enrollment in the vaccination trial.

More recently, 13 patients with HER2 over-expressing ductal in situ carcinoma were injected with DCs loaded with a mixture

containing 6 HLA-I- and HLA-II-restricted peptides (i.e., 3 HER2 ECD-derived peptides and 3 HER2 ICD-derived peptides) once a week

for 4 weeks before surgery ( ). Immunized patients developed a specific immune response against the peptides and presented high levels45 

of CD4 TL secreting IFN  (85 ) as well as CD8 TL (80 ). In surgical biopsies of seven of these patients a significant reduction of + γ %  + %
HER2 expression was observed that could often be correlated with a surgically measured tumor size smaller than the pre-therapeutic size

predicted using MRI ( ).45 

DNA-based vaccines
Experimental work

Wei have developed several DNA vaccines that encode a modified human HER2 protein without tyrosine kinase activity ( , et al., 46 

). The three main constructs were 1  pE2A which encodes a full length HER2 in which Lys753 has been substituted by Ala to remove47 [ ]
the ATP-binding Lys residue, 2  pE2TM which encodes the HER2 signal peptide, extracellular and transmembrane domains but not the[ ]
intracellular one and 3  psecE2 which encodes the N-terminal portion (aa 1 505) of ECD as a secreted protein. All of them induced both[ ] –
cellular and humoral immune responses leading to in vivo tumor protection. On the other hand, immunization of mice with another

construct, pcytE2 (i.e., HER2 without signal peptide) elicited only a CD8 TL response ( ). These first pre-clinical studies used DNA + 27 

vaccines alone injected intramuscularly (im). Subsequently, the GM-CSF sequence was added to the constructs to improve the immune
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response and this novel generation of DNA vaccines was injected by electroporation to enhance transgene expression ( ). These48 –50 

vaccines elicited a significant and specific anti-HER2 immunity and tumor rejection in wild type mice challenged with syngeneic cancer

cells or in HER2 transgenic mice.

Similarly, Rovero reported that the DNA vaccine p185, which encodes HER2 ECD and the transmembrane domain, waset al., 

effective in inhibiting carcinogenesis in a transgenic mouse model ( ).51 

Intramuscular injection of either a DNA plasmid or an adenoviral vector both encoding HER2 elicited a specific anti-HER2 cellular

immune response in transgenic BALB/c mice that develop spontaneous HER2/neu-expressing mammary tumors. However, the adenoviral

vector was the only one capable of inducing a specific anti-HER2 humoral response and was more effective than the DNA plasmid vaccine

( ).52 

Recently, a study examined the ability of a novel agonist of the Toll-like receptor 9, called immuno-modulatory oligonucleotide

(IMO), to enhance the effects of a HER2 DNA electroporation/adenovirus (DNA-EP/Ad) vaccine ( ). The authors demonstrated that the53 

combination of this vaccine with IMO stimulated a stronger anti-tumoral response associated with antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity

(ADCC) in immunized mice.

The genetic regulation of the response to an anti-cancer vaccine has been investigated by Jacob at al. The authors immunized 3

different mouse strains with the same anti-HER2 DNA-based vaccine and reported that both the amplitude of the induced immune

response and the vaccine efficacy depended on the genetic background of the mice. They also showed that the positive effect of the

depletion of T regulatory cells (Treg) on the anti-tumor immunity depended on the genetic background of the immunized mice ( ).54 

Furthermore, and significantly, the same research team reported that tumor regression induced by Treg depletion and anti-HER2 DNA

vaccination of tolerant mice can exacerbate autoimmunity, which would probably deserve close monitoring during immunotherapy trials (

).55 

Clinical trials

The anti-HER2 DNA-based vaccination strategy has now entered the clinical phase. Indeed, five phase I clinical trials are under way (

). Among them, one is conducted by Merck laboratories and evaluates the toxicity and efficiency of the DNA vaccine V930 whichTable 2 

encodes HER2 and CEA (Carcinoembryonic Antigen). The recruitment of patients with stage II, III or IV breast, ovary, colon or non-small

cell lung cancers that express HER2 and/or CEA began in October 2005 and inclusion is now completed. Another phase I clinical trial is

conducted by the Bavarian Nordic s subsidiary BN Immunotherapeutics (BNIT) and began in June 2007. The recruited patients have’
metastatic, HER2 over-expressing breast cancer and went through one or two lines of chemotherapy associated or not with trastuzumab.

The vaccine used in this study is the MVA-BN-HER2 formed by a non-replicating viral vector encoding a truncated form of HER2 protein

(without its ICD) and two universal T epitopes of the tetanus toxin used to boost the immune system. Three other clinical trials, using

either DNA coding for the HER2 intracellular domain cloned into the pNGVL3 plasmid or adenovirus-inserted rat HER2 DNA are active

or recruiting ( ).Table 2 

Peptide-based vaccines

The largest part of the literature data about anti-HER2 vaccination strategies concerns vaccines based on peptides derived from this

tumor antigen. Numerous clinical trials have been conducted using various peptide vaccine preparations ( ). Some of them haveTable 2 

been completed, others are currently active or under recruitment.

Peptide vaccines inducing predominantly a cellular immune response

Multi-peptide vaccines

Several clinical studies have assessed the efficacy of vaccines composed of peptides derived from HER2 ICD and ECD ( ).Table 2 

Among them, a phase I clinical trial involving 64 patients with HER2 over-expressing breast, ovarian or non-small cell lung cancer (24

) evaluated the efficiency of three vaccines, each one containing 3 different peptides derived from HER2 T-helper epitopes: 1[ ]
ECD-derived peptides: p42 (aa 42 56), p98 (aa 98 114) and p328 (aa 328 345), 2  ICD-derived peptides: p776 (aa 776 790), p927 (aa– – – [ ] –
927 941) and p1166 (aa 1166 1180) or 3  peptides derived from the two domains: p369 (aa 369 386), p688 (aa 688 703) and p971 (aa– – [ ] – –
971 984). Each vaccine dose (500 g of each peptide in combination with 100 g of GM-CSF) was administered intradermally. After– μ μ
vaccination, ninety-two percent of patients developed a T cell response specific for at least one of the 3 peptides present in the vaccine.

Most patients also developed a T cell response against one of the HER2 domains: 26  against the ECD and 63  against the ICD. The% %
anti-peptide or anti-HER2 immunity was still detectable in 38  of patients 12 months after the last vaccination ( ). However, no% 24 

correlation could be established between the development of the anti-peptide response and the development of the anti-HER2 immune

response. Interestingly, the authors also reported that 84  of patients showed a T cell response specific for a peptide not contained in the%
vaccine formulation (epitope spreading). The humoral immune response elicited by these vaccines was also analyzed in 35 patients with
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HER2-over-expressing breast, ovary or non-small cell lung cancer enrolled in another phase I clinical trial ( ). Sixty percent of patients56 

developed humoral immunity directed against at least one of the 3 peptides contained in the vaccine, but only 29  of patients developed%
anti-HER2 humoral immunity and among them 70  showed epitope spreading. Compared with the anti-HER2 cellular response ( ), the% 24 

humoral response was less important ( ) and this difference could be due to the fact that the vaccines were derived from HLA-restricted57 

T epitopes and/or that the vaccine adjuvant GM-CSF promotes predominantly a cellular response of Th1 type, characterized by IFNγ
secretion ( ).58 

Although the aim of vaccination clinical trials is to establish or strengthen a pre-existing immune response, these two studies have

shown concomitant epitope spreading which may constitute a predictive marker of immune response and clinical benefit in vaccination

trials or more generally for immunotherapy in oncology ( ). Recently, Disis carried out a long term follow up (average period: 2.759 et al., 

years) of the results of three anti-HER2 vaccination clinical trials and showed that the development of a HER2-specific T cell response

together with epitope spreading could be correlated with clinical benefit ( ); other studies should be conducted to better assess these60 

findings.

Another phase I clinical study evaluated the third vaccine formulation described above (derived from both ECD and ICD of HER2:

p369, p688 and p971) in 19 HLA-A2 positive patients with HER2 over-expressing breast or ovarian cancer ( ) ( ). Eighty-three58 Table 2 

percent of patients developed a T cell immunity directed against at least one of the three immunizing peptides. In addition, peptide-specific

T cells had a cytotoxic effect on HER2-positive tumor cells. CD8 TL immunity was still detectable 1 year after the last vaccination in 5 +

patients. Concerning the anti-HER2 cellular response, 28  of patients developed a response against ICD and 50  against ECD. A phase% %
I/II clinical trial is currently evaluating this tri-peptide vaccine in combination with trastuzumab ( ). The patients included in this trial are61 

HLA-A2 positive, with HER2 over-expressing, stage IV breast or ovarian cancer and they are stabilized or without apparent disease.

Among the 10 patients whose immune response was analyzed, 5 developed a T cell response specific for one of the peptides and/or the

native form of HER2. This study, although preliminary and for which the long term follow-up results have not yet been published, proves

that it is possible to vaccinate and to induce an anti-HER2 response in patients who are treated with trastuzumab. It is important to note

that, at the time of communication of the results, two of the 14 patients of this study presented asymptomatic impaired ventricular function

of grade 2 according to the NCI-CIC scale of toxicity (going from 54 to 49  in one subject and from 64 to 45  in the other).% %
Consequently, it is not possible at the moment to conclude about the safety, and particularly about the possible cardiac toxicity, of this

therapeutic combination.

On the other hand, the results of the first phase I clinical trial, with the hybrid anti-HER2 AE37 peptide have been published ( ).31 

This vaccine is composed of the MHC-II peptide of HER2 (aa 776 779) alone (AE36) or fused on the C-terminal part with a sequence of 4–

aa (LRMK) called li-Key  (AE37). This sequence can interact with MHC-II molecules and increase CD4 TL response. The vaccine was“ ”  +

tested in 15 patients with node-negative breast cancer in remission. The vaccine was administered intradermally at three different doses

(100, 500 and 1000 g) in combination with different doses of GM-CSF (from 0 to 250 g) once a month for 6 months. Vaccination withμ μ
AE37, with or without GM-CSF, induced a dose-dependent cellular immune response specific for AE37 and also, albeit to a lesser extent,

for AE36. According to the authors, this is the first study demonstrating the effectiveness of a peptide vaccine in the absence of an

adjuvant ( ). The optimal therapeutic doses were determined at 500 g of AE37 in combination with 62.5 g of GM-CSF.31 μ μ

E75 peptide

Among the HER2 peptides described above, p369 (aa 369 377), which is derived from ECD and is also known as E75, has been–
evaluated in several preclinical and clinical studies and is currently assessed in a randomized multicenter phase III clinical trial ( ) (62 

). Preclinical studies with E75 have demonstrated its ability to induce a specific immune response mediated by CTLs ( , ).Table 2 63 64 

Three clinical studies used E75 as an anti-HER2 vaccine in combination with incomplete Freund s adjuvant (IFA) or GM-CSF and showed’
that vaccination induced a specific anti-peptide immune response with no associated toxicity ( ).65 –67 

Peoples have conducted two phase II clinical trials in patients in remission after breast cancer but considered at high risk ofet al., 

recurrence. At the time of inclusion, patients had no apparent disease and had completed the adjuvant cycles of conventional therapies

(surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy when indicated). Indeed, nowadays, the therapeutic challenge remains the prevention of tumor

recurrence for which curative options are poor. The first trial recruited patients with node-positive breast cancer and the second one

included also patients with node-negative breast cancer ( ).Table 2 

In the first study, since E75 binds to the HLA-A2 allele, 29 HLA-A2 negative patients received a placebo and 24 HLA-A2 positive

patients not previously treated using adjuvant Trastuzumab therapy were vaccinated ( ). The vaccine was administered intradermally68 

once a month for 6 months and the injected mixture consisted of different doses of E75 peptide (from 100 to 1000 g) in combination withμ

250 g of GM-CSF. All vaccinated patients developed E75-specific CD8 TL clones that could lyse HER2 positive tumor cells.μ  +

Concerning the clinical benefit after a median follow-up of 22 months, disease-free survival was 85.7  in immunized patients 59.8% versus 

 in patients with placebo. At the same time, the reported recurrence rate was 8  in the HLA-A2 vaccinated group against 21  for the% % %
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non-vaccinated patients. This clinical trial has shown that immunization with E75 of node-positive breast cancer patients is correlated with

higher disease-free survival and significantly lower recurrence rates.

The results of the second phase II clinical trial on node-negative patients has not been published, but they might be inferred from the

results of the two phase III clinical trials that evaluated the same vaccine formulation in node-negative and -positive patients with breast

cancer in remission not previously treated using adjuvant Trastuzumab therapy ( ). In total 177 patients were included in these two trials,69 

the largest study to date in the field of adjuvant immunization in breast cancer. Vaccination with E75 induced or significantly increased

peptide-specific CD8 TL immunity after the 3rd or 4th immunization in 65  of patients but this immunity was maintained in only 43  of + % %
them, 6 months after the last vaccination. The majority of patients also presented epitope spreading against GP2, another peptide-based

vaccine candidate derived from HER2. Moreover, fewer circulating tumor cells were observed in vaccinated patients, which could be a

predictive marker of the effectiveness of vaccination. Interestingly, a significant reduction in the number of CD4 CD25 Treg cells and of +  +

the rate of activation of CD4 CD25 CD69 Treg cells was reported in vaccinated patients ( ). Indeed, it has been previously shown +  +  + 70 

that Treg cells are involved in reducing the effectiveness of the immune responses directed against tumor tissues and that removal of CD25

CD4 Treg cells can abrogate immunological unresponsiveness ( ). A significant advantage of the vaccine in terms of recurrence rate +  + 71 

(5.6  in vaccinated patients 14.2  in those treated with placebo) was demonstrated after 18 months follow-up. At the time of the% versus %
latest analysis, with a follow-up of 26 months, the results were still in favor of the vaccine but the difference between the two groups in

terms of recurrence rate and survival was no longer statistically significant. The authors hypothesized that the vaccine induced a CD8 TL +

immune response unable, by itself, to lead to the establishment of a memory immune response ( ).69 

Benavides have studied the impact of HER2 expression level on the response to the E75 vaccine ( ). They demonstrated thatet al., 72 

most patients responded immunologically and seemed to benefit from vaccination independently from the level of HER2 expression of

their cancer. However, the low expressors (specifically, IHC 1  patients) had more robust immune responses and thus might derive the+
greatest clinical benefit from vaccination with E75 ( ).72 

In conclusion, the clinical trials with E75 have demonstrated that it can lower the recurrence rate when used in an adjuvant setting.

However, this vaccine needs to be improved particularly its ability to develop a long term immune-vigilance. Using a multi-epitope

vaccine or combining this peptide with another anti-HER2 immunotherapy, such as trastuzumab, could possibly answer this issue.

Indeed, a preclinical study showed that pretreatment of HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cells with trastuzumab increased the

specific cytotoxicity of CTLs stimulated by E75 and GP2 ( ). These findings could be explained by a higher internalization and faster73 

recycling rates of HER following trastuzumab binding. Similar results were obtained in human breast cancer cells with very low HER2

expression, leading to consider trastuzumab as a vaccine-potentiating agent in these tumors. In addition, PBMCs of E75-vaccinated

patients showed higher cytotoxicity in breast cancer cells pretreated with trastuzumab than in untreated ones ( ). These results provide a73 

proof of concept for the potential benefit of using a combination of immuno-therapeutic strategies.

Finally, Benavides have recently demonstrated that in a subset of high expressor patients (IHC 3 ), who received trastuzumabet al., +
before vaccination, such therapeutic combination was safe and immunologically beneficial ( ). However, these results need to be72 

confirmed in a wider population since this study concerned only 7 patients, precluding all prognosis analyses.

GP2 peptide

GP2 is a 9 aa HLA-A2-restricted peptide derived from the transmembrane domain of HER2 (aa 654 662) ( ). Despite its low affinity– 5 

for HLA-A2 ( ), in vitro studies have shown that it is as effective as E75 at inducing a CTL response, suggesting that it might be more5 

immunogenic than E75 ( ). A phase I clinical study using GP2 in combination with GM-CSF is ongoing. The next step will probably be74 

a clinical trial to evaluate the effects of a multi-epitope anti-HER2 vaccine which combines both E75 and GP2 ( ).Table 2 

Other peptides

Very recently, Lekka developed peptide vaccines that stimulate the tumor antigen-specific T lymphocyte response againstet al., 

frequent cancers. In particular, vaccination with the peptide QIAKGMSYL, an epitope, which is naturally presented by various

HER2-positive cancer cell lines, was immunogenic in HHD transgenic mice and was effective against established tumors, inducing

complete regression in 50  of mice ( ).% 75 

Peptide vaccines predominantly inducing a humoral immune response

Experimental work

Other approaches have focused on the identification of HER2 B cell-specific epitopes and their development for use as anti-HER2

peptide-based vaccines. Research in this area is still at the preclinical stage.
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Using phage display technology, Yip identified HER2-specific epitopes recognized by 3 different anti-HER2 mAbs ( ). Oneet al., 76 

of these mAbs has an anti-proliferative effect in vitro against HER2-expressing tumor cells. BALB/c mice immunized with the epitope

specific for this mAb developed not only an anti-peptide but also an anti-HER2 B cell immune response. In addition, sera from these mice

could inhibit in vitro the growth of HER2-overexpressing BT474 breast cancer cells.

Similarly, the identification of B cell epitopes specific for HER2 ECD using a modeling software and immunization of rabbits with the

corresponding peptides elicited anti-peptide and anti-HER2 humoral responses ( ). Immunization of transgenic mice with these peptides22 

protected 83  of the animals against the development of spontaneous HER2/neu over-expressing mammary tumors. The same group%
constructed two chimeric peptides, MVF HER2 (aa 316 339) and MVF HER2 (aa 485 503), which included one of the previously– –
identified HER2 B- cell epitopes linked to a promiscuous 4 aa T cell epitope (aa 288 302) from the measles virus fusion protein (MVF).–
Immunization of rabbits with these two candidate vaccines induced a specific humoral response against the peptide and also against the

HER2 protein. In addition, sera from these rabbits inhibited growth of HER2 over-expressing BT474 breast cancer cells in vitro ( ). This77 

study also showed that the combination of two chimeric vaccines (multi-epitope vaccine) was more efficient than a single vaccine and that

the multi-epitope vaccine, in association with IL-12, significantly decreased the number of lung metastases induced by transplantation of

syngeneic HER2 over-expressing tumor cells in BALB/c mice ( ).77 

Another chimeric vaccine in which the same MVF T cell epitope (aa 288 302) is combined with the HER2 B cell epitope (aa 597– –
626) that corresponds to the binding site of trastuzumab on HER2 (aa 563 626) ( ) elicited anti-HER2 Abs able to act through ADCC (– 78 

). Similar results were obtained by Riemer 2004 ( ) with peptides selected by phage display. They identified 3 B cell epitopes79 et al., 80 

specific for HER2 ECD that induced anti-HER2 humoral response associated with anti-tumor activity in vitro ( ). More recently, these81 

three peptides were combined with IL-12 in a multi-epitope vaccine formulation that protected 60  of immunized mice from developing%
spontaneous HER2/neu over-expressing mammary tumors ( ). This anti-tumor effect was associated in protected animals with the82 

establishment of a Th1-type immune response and secretion of IFN  as well as high levels of anti-HER2 IgGs ( ).γ 82 

Clinical work

Finally, peptides that can induce anti-HER2 cellular and humoral immune responses have been identified in HLA-A24-positive

patients with breast cancer ( ). Serum IgGs specific for these HER2 peptides (aa 342 350), (aa 485 493) and (aa 553 561) were detected83 – – –
in 47, 24 and 24  of patients, respectively. Moreover, these patients  PBMCs specifically lysed HLA-A24-positive tumor cells that% ’
over-express HER2. These results could lead to new peptide-based anti-HER2 vaccines to target the sub-population of patients who

express the A24 allele of the HLA molecule. In addition, this type of vaccine would in theory be more effective in terms of clinical

benefits because it can induce both cellular and humoral immune responses.

Potential limitation of using MHC class I-restricted peptides as vaccines

Major histocompatibility molecules (MHC) are involved in presentation of peptide antigens for recognition by the immune system.

Recent progress in the understanding of the generation of peptides derived from intracellular proteins and their presentation at the cell

surface in the context of MHC class I and class II alleles has led to the identification of several tumor antigens that are recognized by

tumor-specific T cells. Moreover, it has been shown that oncogenes, such as c-Ras and c-Myc, down-regulate MHC class I surface

expression ( , ). This phenomenon results in an escape from immuno-surveillance and could be associated with a metastatic84 85 

phenotype. Similarly, HER2 expression induces down-regulation of MHC class I antigens that was associated with several defects in the

antigen processing pathway, thus impairing the ability to produce and display MHC class I peptide-ligands to specific CTLs ( , ).86 87 

Recently, Vertuani 2009 ( ), using the HHD mouse transgenic strain, showed that HER2-mediated down-regulation of bothet al., 88 in vivo 

MHC class I and antigen-processing machinery (APM) components leads to impaired processing and presentation of the human leukocyte

antigen (HLA)-A2 peptide complex, thus preventing tumor recognition by specific CTLs. As defective MHC class I presentation may be a

common characteristic of HER2 expressing tumors, it underlines the importance of designing vaccines that target HER2 to induce an

integrated immune response, which is composed of CTLs but also of antibodies and CD4  T cells, to overcome HER-2-induced tumor+
resistance to specific T cell effector mechanisms.

Protein-based vaccines

Four clinical trials exploring this concept have been conducted using protein-based vaccines. One of them, a phase I clinical trial was

conducted in 29 patients with HER2 over-expressing stage II, III or IV breast or ovarian cancer in remission using HER2 ICD (aa 676–
1255) as an adjuvant vaccine ( ). The vaccine was injected intradermally at three different doses (25, 150 and 900 g) in combination56 μ
with 100 g of GM-CSF once a month for six months. T cell response specific for HER2 ICD was observed in 89  of immunized patientsμ %
and 82  developed anti-HER2 IgGs. More than half of these patients maintained a cellular immunity 9 to 12 months after completion of%
immunization. Although the injected doses theoretically did not predict the magnitude of the immune response, the authors nevertheless

observed that patients who received the highest dose developed more rapidly anti-HER2 immunity ( ).56 
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Other clinical studies have been conducted with dHER2, another anti-HER2 protein-based vaccine, made of the HER2 ECD and a

portion of ICD ( ). Limentani evaluated this vaccine in 15 patients with breast cancer and showed that Abs specific for HER2Table 2 et al., 

ECD and ICD developed after 4 immunizations ( ). The complete results including the long term benefit of this vaccine have not been89 

published yet.

Another group used CHP-HER2, a protein-based vaccine composed of a truncated HER2 protein (aa 1 146) complexed to a delivery–
system consisting of Cholesteryl Pullulan nanogels (CHP). In the first clinical trial ( ), 9 patients were immunized subcutaneouslyTable 2 

with 300 g of CHP-HER2 twice a week for 3 weeks, followed by boost injections. The vaccine was well-tolerated and induced CD4 Tμ  +

and/or CD8 T cellular responses specific for the truncated HER2 protein ( ). In the second clinical trial, 9 patients received the vaccine + 90 

alone for the first 4 immunizations and then in combination with the adjuvant GM-CSF or OK-432. Six other patients received CHP-HER2

in combination with GM-CSF from the beginning of the vaccination schedule. The authors reported that 14 patients developed IgG

specific for the truncated HER2 protein. However, none of them developed Abs that recognized the HER2 antigen expressed in its native

form at the surface of tumor cells ( ).91 

Anti-idiotypic antibodies

The use of anti-Id Abs mimicking HER2 for the treatment of breast cancer is very preliminary and still at the stage of establishing the

proof of concept in preclinical models.

Baral immunized C57Bl/6 mice with the mouse anti-Id mAb 520C9 6b, which mimics an epitope of the human HER2 antigen,et al., –
and reported that such immunization could induce anti-HER2 Abs ( ).92 

More recently, the same group developed and characterized 6D12, another murine anti-Id mAb selected following immunization of

mice with the anti-HER2 mAb 4D5 (the murine form of trastuzumab). Immunization of C57Bl/6 mice with 6D12 in combination with the

vaccine adjuvant QS21 stimulated 6D12- and HER2-specific humoral responses. Sera from immunized mice could lyse HER2

over-expressing tumor cells through ADCC. In addition, 6D12-immunized mice were protected against syngeneic challenge by HER2

over-expressing tumor cells, in contrast to non-immunized mice or mice challenged with the same tumor cell line which does not express

HER2 ( , ). Very recently, Saha evaluated the vaccine potential of 6D12-pulsed DCs in tolerant transgenic mice. Immunization93 94 et al., 

with this vaccine resulted in the induction of HER2-specific humoral and cellular immune responses and protection against tumors

expressing HER2 ( ).95 

In our laboratory, we selected by phage display and characterized two human anti-Id scFv fragments, 40 and 69, which mimic the

human HER2 antigen and can induce humoral anti-HER2 response in BALB/c mice ( ). More recently, we selected by phage display96 

and characterized 1HE, a llama anti-Id single domain antibody (sdAb), which closely mimics human HER2 ( ). We also demonstrated97 

that sera from 1HE-immunized BALB/c mice contain anti-HER2 antibodies which inhibit viability of HER2-positive cancer cells in vitro (

).97 

Combination strategies

Tumor cells display an altered repertoire of MHC-associated peptides that can lead to the activation of immune cells capable of

eliminating transformed cells. Under the pressure of the immune system, both the tumor and its microenvironment are modified and

immune-resistant tumor variants are selected, thus initiating the process of cancer immuno-editing. This impairs not only the

host-generated immuno-surveillance, but also leads to mechanisms of resistance to targeted immunotherapy in general and trastuzumab in

particular. For this reason, combinatorial targeting is likely to be the next step in the treatment of HER2-positive breast cancer. Indeed,

future challenges in cancer vaccines rely on second generation  immunotherapy approaches (i) capable to initiate tumor-specific“ ”
immunity, (ii) that have the ability to recruit effector immune cells within the tumor site and (iii) that lead to the preservation of the

immune cell functionality within the tumor microenvironment by subverting specific tumor escape mechanisms ( ).98 

Combination with standard therapies

Chemotherapy

One possible mean of intervention is to induce a strong local inflammatory response by recruiting cytokines (IFN- , TNF, IL-1) ( , γ 99 

). For instance, recent findings suggest that cytotoxic chemotherapy, which targets dividing cells such as tumor cells and lymphocytes100 

and although administered systemically acts locally, could improve the effects of immunotherapy ( ). Specifically, chemotherapy101 –105 

has been shown to be associated with tissue necrosis leading to an activation of immune cells and thus facilitating tumor antigen

cross-presentation and cross-priming as well as lympho-depletion (i.e., elimination of regulatory T cells and of poorly functional

anti-tumor T cells). Preclinical models ( ) have already shown that trastuzumab and many chemotherapeutic agents, including taxanes106 

or capecitabine, display synergistic anti-tumor activity. The combination of immunotherapy with cyclophosphamide has been largely

studied in several tumor settings in humans ( ). The effect of cyclophosphamide is best appreciated at low dose when it acts as an101 
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immunostimulator via the elimination and the inactivation of T regs ( ). Recently, Emens showed that an allogeneic105 et al., 

GM-CSF-secreting breast tumor vaccine is safe and bioactive when given alone or in sequential treatment with low-dose

cyclophosphamide and doxorubicin ( ). A larger trial to test the vaccine safety and efficacy and the optimal chemotherapy dose107 

combination is currently being designed. Combination of anti-HER2 agents and chemotherapy is currently the most frequently used

strategy in the clinic..

Hormonotherapy

The combination of a HER2 targeting agent with endocrine treatments, like for example letrozole ( ), could be of some value, but,108 

until now, this strategy has not provided conclusive results in the clinic.

Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy has been described to exert immunomodulatory activity on a mouse adenocarcinoma cell line by up-regulating MHC

class I expression and is efficient in enhancing adoptive tumor immunotherapy in mice with subcutaneous colon adenocarcinoma ( ) or109 

fibrosarcoma ( ). Radiotherapy has also proved useful to facilitate tumor antigen presentation in prostate cancer patients ( ).110 111 

However, in the specific setting of anti-HER2 vaccines, no data are presently available to support this combination.

Combination with trastuzumab

Combining tumor vaccines with therapeutic monoclonal antibodies is another promising avenue for combination immunotherapy.

Recently, it was anticipated that anti-HER2 vaccines could be incorporated into already validated adjuvant treatments such as those with

trastuzumab ( , ). These results represent the first clinical evidence about the potential benefits with minimal toxicity that may be112 73 

derived from combination immunotherapy. Anti-HER2 vaccination may be suitable after trastuzumab treatment to try to further reduce the

risk of recurrence, even though trastuzumab alone in the adjuvant setting appears to prevent about 50  of recurrences in the population%
initially at high risk. It is in this context that a vaccine strategy may be useful as it could favor long term immune surveillance thus

avoiding or delaying the onset of recurrence. Recently, Benavides have demonstrated that in a subset of patients with stronglyet al., 

HER2-positive cancers (IHC: 3 ), the combination of trastuzumab followed by vaccination with the E75 peptide seemed safe and+
immunologically beneficial ( ). Similar results were reported by Disis with another anti-HER2 peptide-based vaccine which was72 et al., 

administered in combination with trastuzumab ( ). Although they need to be confirmed, these findings suggest that combination112 

therapy with trastuzumab and anti-HER2 vaccines has an immunological benefit; on the other hand, the clinical benefit of this association

has not been proved yet. In this context, Coveler have recently showed that the administration of trastuzumab, biphosphanates andet al., 

hormonal therapy concurrently with a cancer vaccine have no impact on either the generation or the magnitude of vaccine-induced

immunity ( ).113 

Combination with Lapatinib

Very recently, Morse MA et al., demonstrated in vivo that the combination of a recombinant adenoviral vector that expresses

kinase-inactive HER2 (Ad-HER2-ki) and lapatinib (an oral dual receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor that targets both HER1 and HER2

receptors) caused significant inhibition of HER2 signaling and higher anti-tumor efficacy in a mouse model than thein vitro in vivo 

vaccine alone ( ).114 

Acting on defined receptors or enzymes

The major goal of anti-cancer vaccines is to counteract tumor-derived immunosuppression by specifically eliminating the mediators of

immunosuppression. This can be achieved by acting on enzymes that are involved in the generation of immunomodulators, such as

Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) (which is produced by dendritic cells ( ) and by many tumor cells) ( ), PGE-2 ( ) and115 116 117 

VEGF which can act both as immunosuppressant and as angiogenic factor ( ). For instance, VEGF activity can be blocked by118 

bevacizumab, a humanized anti-VEGF mAb widely used in the clinics ( ). TGF-  inhibition could also improve tumor immunotherapy119 β
( ). Fas and Trail apoptosis-related receptors could also constitute targets of immuno-intervention ( ). Death receptors are now one120 121 

of the most attractive therapeutic targets in cancer, particularly for antibody-based therapy. The potential therapeutic utility of agonistic

antibodies could possibly be extended when combined with additional strategies to further engage the cellular immune response ( ).122 

Indeed, Stagg et al., have demonstrated that antibodies that target the TRAIL receptor-2 and HER2 synergize in vivo and induce an

anti-tumor immune response ( ).123 

The second axis of combined intervention concerns (i) the direct elimination of the mediators of immunosuppression, such as the T

regulatory cells (Tregs:CD4 CD25 ), which control key aspects of immunological tolerance to self-antigens, and (ii) the negative+ +
regulation of T cell activation and function. This can be achieved by several means including (i) specific mAbs against co-stimulatory

receptors, such as CTLA-4 (CD152), (ii) the recombinant IL-2-diphteria toxin fusion protein also called ONTAK (that specifically targets

CD25  Tregs) or (iii) inhibition of the immunosuppressive function of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC). Clinical trials using+
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anti-CTLA4 antibodies have shown promising results in cancer patients previously vaccinated with GM-CSF-expressing tumor vaccines (

, ). The anti-CTLA4 antibody Tremelimumab (Pfizer) is currently evaluated in a clinical phase I/II trial in solid tumors.124 125 

Monoclonal antibodies specific for other co-stimulatory receptors, such as B7.1 (CD80) or CD40, could also be considered for a

combination strategy. Tregs are characterized by the expression of CD25, the high affinity receptor for IL2 ( ). Therefore, targeting126 

CD25 with mAbs might represent an interesting but not optimal strategy due the long half-life of the antibody. ONTAK, which on the

other hand has a very short half-life, was largely evaluated in the clinic in several human cancers with contrasted results probably due to

the different treatment schedules of administration that seems to be more effective when short ( ).98 

Inhibition of the immunosuppressive function of MDSC can also be achieved directly or indirectly by blockade of their function via

enzymes involved in the catabolism of arginine (i.e., iNOS and arginase)( ).127 

Finally, the use of bi- or tri-functional antibodies that bear immunostimulating and anti-neoplastic activities is of real interest. As an

example, ertumaxomab is a mouse monoclonal antibody with two antigen-recognition sites:one for CD3, which is expressed on mature T

cells, and one for HER2. Ertumaxomab (Trion Pharma) selectively cross-links tumor and immune cells resulting in the recruitment of

cytotoxic T cells to the T cell/tumor cell aggregate ( ). This antibody is currently evaluated in a clinical phase II trial in breast cancer.128 

Other strategies

Another promising method is the use of as a vaccine vector to treat cancers that express HER2 ( ). As a liveListeria monocytogenes 30 

bacterium, can stimulate strong innate and adaptive immune responses without the need of immuno-adjuvants. This L. monocytogenes 

-delivered vaccine may help overcoming immune tolerance, leading to an effective therapeutic vaccine.Listeria 

Conclusion

The antigens used in anti-HER2 vaccine strategies can be based either on HER2-positive cells or HER2-specific molecules (DNA,

peptides, proteins or anti-idiotypic Abs). Although direct comparison of vaccine formulations in preclinical studies is very important to

identify the more effective vaccine formulations for clinical trials, very little information is currently available. The theoretical advantages

and disadvantages of each vaccination strategy have been summarized in . At present, protein- and peptide-based vaccines are theTable 1 

more advanced in terms of clinical development. HER2-specific vaccines, which are now in clinic trials, are presented in . ForTable 2 

instance, E75 is currently in phase III clinical trials. However, this type of vaccine is restricted to HLA-A2 positive patients and generally

elicits either humoral or cellular immune response. In contrast, vaccines based on recombinant HER2 are immunogenic across all HLA

types, can elicit immunity in the majority of the patients upon vaccination, stimulate both tumor-specific cellular and humoral immunity,

and will result in the development of immunologic memory ( ). Anti-Id Abs, although still in the early stages of clinical development,56 

also offers the advantage of targeting all patients (regardless of the HLA type). Elicitation of a cellular and/or humoral immunity is

sometimes associated with biological effects. For example, in the study by Czerniecki ( ) a DC-based vaccine was used beforeet al., 45 

surgical resection to assess the effects of the early immunotherapeutic targeting of HER2 in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). The

vaccinated subjects showed high rates of peptide-specific sensitization in both CD4 and CD8 T cells with peri-tumoral lymphocytic

accumulation (T and B lymphocytes) and induction of complement-dependent tumor-lytic antibodies associated in half of the cases with

measurable reduction in the residual DCIS, suggesting an active process of immuno-editing in HER2-expressing tumor cells.

Cancer vaccines are developed to specifically target only tumor cells while preserving normal tissues from a non-specific toxicity. So

far the data from clinical trials have shown that cancer vaccines induce low toxicity. This represents a major advantage over conventional

therapies such as chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Particularly, the potential risk of developing an auto-immune disease using cancer

vaccines has not been reported in clinical trials conducted so far. However, Jacob have shown that tumor regression in miceet al., 

following anti-HER2 DNA vaccination and Treg depletion can exacerbate autoimmunity, which warrants close monitoring during

immunotherapy trials ( ). Indeed, it must be kept in mind that the risk of cardiotoxicity related to treatment with trastuzumab of patients55 

with HER2-positive breast cancer is real but low. If the risk linked to the use of vaccines were in the same range of magnitude (very low

percentage of patients), the current data from vaccine clinical trials would not be able to bring it to light due to the limited number of

enrolled subjects. In addition, anti-HER2 vaccines present the potential disadvantage that in the case of interruption of the vaccination

scheme due to important toxicity linked to the HER2 targeting, these effects would persist, whereas trastuzumab cardiotoxicity is generally

reversible at the end of administrations of the Ab. Performing extensive clinical toxicology and preclinical studies remains thus essential.

Although anti-HER2 vaccines can induce a specific immune response, the clinical benefits observed remain questionable. Several

hypotheses have been proposed to explain these negative results: (i) deleterious impact on the immune system of treatments such as

chemotherapy and radiotherapy prior to vaccination, (ii) the difficulty to break the immune tolerance against the HER2 antigen, (iii) the

ability of tumors to escape the immune system and (iv) the too advanced stage of disease of patients chosen for immunization. On the

other hand, it is also important to keep in mind that many vaccine trials have targeted populations of patients in the adjuvant setting, who

have a minimal tumor mass, and in whom, as a consequence, it is more difficult to evaluate the extent of the clinical benefits of such a

therapy.
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To validate a vaccination strategy, it is thus imperative to define the population who is most likely to benefit from the vaccine by

taking into account the current standard therapies used for these patients and to combine them with the vaccine.

The future clinical trials should therefore target populations with an increased risk of relapse, e.g., patients with node-positive HER2

over-expressing tumors. Within this population, such trials should assess whether increased levels of immune response against the target

antigen is a predictive marker of clinical benefit. Other critical points to be investigate in future vaccination trials include the absence of

clinical toxicity (including cardiac toxicity), optimal doses, immunization schedules, routes of injection, duration of immunization and

boost doses to induce optimal primary and memory immune responses.

For the development of effective vaccination strategies the challenge remains to determine (i) molecular markers predictive of the

response to the vaccine, (ii) the best therapeutic schedule and (iii) the best vaccine adjuvant capable of generating the most efficient

immune response.

Finally, the development of a new generation of immunotherapy protocols relies on the identification of ways to interfere with the

negative regulation of the immune response. Several approaches have been proposed, including vaccines coupled to inhibitory molecules,

monoclonal antibodies, bacteria or bacterial compounds, radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The timing and doses of the administration of

combined protocols and the correlation data on the immunological/clinical response are of crucial importance for the success of these

therapies.
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Table 1
Vaccination strategies  Advantages disadvantages– vs 

Vaccination strategy Advantages Disadvantages

Whole tumor cells
Complete Ag pool of an individual tumor (including Ags that have not been identified yet)

Activation of a polyclonal and more effective immune response

The immune system rather than the vaccinologist selects the most immunogenic tumor-specific Ags

Must be made individually for each patient

Lack of co-stimulatory molecules on solid tumor cells

Immune response difficult to monitor

Induction of auto-immunity in presence of adjuvant

Dendritic cells (DCs)
Presentation of the vaccine Ags to other cell types of the immune system

Expression of high levels of HLA complexes and co-stimulatory molecules

Stimulation of both naive and memory T cells

Must be made individually for each patient

Generation of DCs technically challenging

Money- and time-consuming treatment

DNA
Easy and cheap to produce and purify

Require no special handling or storage conditions

Elicitation of both CD8  and CD4  immune responses as well as humoral responses+ +

DNA integration into the cell genome potentially promoting malignancy

Less effective than peptide vaccines at inducing the CD8  T cell response+

Peptides
Easy to manufacture

Strong CD8  T cell response+

Known sequence and biochemistry

Allow specific monitoring of the patient s immune response’

Immune response limited to one or few epitopes

HLA-restriction

Degradation in absence of adjuvant

Anti-idiotypic antibodies
Unrestricted HLA population

Allow effective vaccination against non-protein Ags and poorly immunogenic Ags

Elicit both humoral and cellular immune response

Human anti-mouse antibody response
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Table 2
HER2-specific vaccines in the clinic. More details on clinical trials are available at www.clinicaltrials.gov

Vaccine
strategy Vector and/or immunogen Phase

Recruitment
status Indications Reference Investigators Ref

Cance r
cell-based
vaccine

SVBR-1 breast cancer cells Cells transfected with GM-CSF plus Interferon-alpha I/II Recruiting Stage IV breast cancer NCT00095862 C.L. Wiseman,
Wiseman Research
Initiatives

SKBR3 breast cancer cell
line

Cells transfected with GM-CSF plus cyclophosphamide and
doxorubicin

I Active, not
recruiting

Stage IV breast cancer NCT00093834 L.A. Emens, Sidney
K i m m e l
Comprehensive Cancer
Center

(
107

)

Cells transfected with GM-CSF plus cyclophosphamide and
trastuzumab

II
II

Recruiting
Active, not
recruiting

Metastatic breast cancer
Metastatic breast cancer

NCT00397371
NCT00399529

L.A. Emens, Sidney
K i m m e l
Comprehensive Cancer
Center
L.A. Emens, Sidney
K i m m e l
Comprehensive Cancer
Center

Cells transfected with GM-CSF plus cyclophosphamide, with or
without trastuzumab

II Recruiting Metastatic breast cancer NCT00971737 L.A. Emens, Sidney
K i m m e l
Comprehensive Cancer
Center

Cells transfected with GM-CSF plus cyclophosphamide and
trastuzumab

II Recruiting High-risk or metastatic breast
cancer

NCT00847171 L.A. Emens, Sidney
K i m m e l
Comprehensive Cancer
Center

DC-based
vaccine

CD34  autologous dendritic+
cells

DC-transduced HER2-expressing adenovirus I Recruiting Metastatic breast cancer NCT00197522
NCT00162929

M. Levine, Ontario
Clinical Oncology
Group

CD34  autologous dendritic+
cells

DC-pulsed E75 and E90 peptides plus trastuzumab and vinorelbine II Recruiting Metastatic breast cancer
(HLA-A0201)

NCT00266110 J.S. Serody, Lineberger
Comprehensive Cancer
Center

Dendritic cells 1 (DC1) DC-pulsed HER2 peptides 369 377 and 689 697– – I/II Recruiting Ductal breast carcinoma NCT00923143
NCT00107211

B.J. Czerniecki,
Abramson Cancer
Center

(45

)

DNA-based
vaccine

Non replicating vaccinia
virus

DNA coding for the HER2 extracellular domain which includes two
universal epitopes from the tetanus toxin

I Active, not
recruiting

HER2-positive metastattic
breast cancer

NCT00485277 W. Godfrey, BN
ImmunoTherapeutics

Plasmid DNA coding for the HER2 peptide (V930) I Completed Stage II/III/IV breast, colorectal,
ovarian, non-small lung cancers

NCT00250419 Merck

DNA coding for the HER2 and CEA peptides (V930 plus V932) I Completed HER2- and/or CEA-expressing
cancers

NCT00647114 Merck

pNGVL3 plasmid DNA coding for the HER2 intracellular domain Recruiting Stage III/IV breast cancer NCT00363012 L.G. Lazar, Fred
Hutchinson Cancer
Center

Adenovirus DNA coding for rat HER2 I Active, not
recruiting

Metastatic breast cancer NCT00307229 M. Levine, Ontario
Clinical Oncology
Group
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pNGVL3 plasmid DNA coding for the HER2 intracellular domain plus GM-CSF I Active, not
recruiting

Stage III/IV breast or ovarian
cancer

NCT00436254 M.N.L. Disis,
University of
Washington

HER2-derived
peptides

PolyLactideGlycolide
microspheres

HER2 peptide 369 377 plus GM-CSF– I Completed Stage III/IV breast, ovarian or
non-small cell lung cancer

NCT00005023 M.N.L. Disis,
University of
Washington

Peptide of the HER2 intracellular domain (Th epitopes) plus
GM-CSF

I Active, not
recruiting

Stage III/IV breast, ovarian or
non-small cell lung cancer

NCT00003002 M.N.L. Disis,
University of
Washington

(57

)

HER2 CTL peptide plus trastuzumab I/II Active, not
recruiting

Stage III/IV breast or ovarian
cancer

NCT00194714 M.N.L. Disis,
University of
Washington

(
112

)
HER2 peptide-stimulated
and expanded cellsex vivo 

Autologous HER2-specific T cells I Recruiting Metatstatic breast, ovarian or
non-small cell lung cancer

NCT00228358 M.N.L. Disis,
University of
Washington

Peptides from the HER2 intracellular domain (p369, p688, p971) II Recruiting Trastuzumab-treated stage
IIIB/IIIC/IV breast cancer

NCT00343109 M.N.L. Disis,
University of
Washington

HER2 peptide-stimulated
and expanded cellsex vivo 

Peptide from the HER2 intracellular domain (Th epitopes) plus
GM-CSF and autologous HER2-specific T cells plus trastuzumab

I/II Recruiting Stage IV breast cancer NCT00791037 M.N.L. Disis,
University of
Washington

The HER2 peptide GP2 or AE37 plus GM-CSF II Recruiting Node-positive breast cancer
(HLA-A2)

NCT00524277 G.E. Peoples, Walter
Reed Army Medical
Center

(62

)

The HER2 peptide E75 plus GM-CSF I/II Active, not
recruiting

Node-negative breast cancer
(HLA-A2 and/or -A3)

NCT00854789 G.E. Peoples, Walter
Reed Army Medical
Center

The HER2 peptide E75 plus GM-CSF I/II Active, not
recruiting

Node-positive breast cancer
(HLA-A2 and/or -A3)

NCT00841399 G.E. Peoples, Walter
Reed Army Medical
Center

Two HER2 peptides and the MUC1 antigen plus GM-CSF and/or a
CpG oligodoxynucleotide

II Recruiting Stage II/III breast cancer NCT00640861 S.J. Gendler, Mayo
Clinic Scottsdale

The HER2 peptide AUTOVAC (PX104.1.6) I Completed Breast cancer NCT00068614 B.A. Overmoyer, Case
Comprehensive Cancer
Center

Nine peptides from HER2, CEA and CTA Recruiting Breast cancer NCT00892567 D.R. Brenin,
University of Virginia

HER2 and CEA peptides plus GM-CSF and the adjuvant ISA-51 I Active, not
recruiting

Stage IIB/III/IV colorectal
cancer (HLA-A2 or -A3)

NCT00091286 C.M. Friel, University
of Virginia

369 377/754 762 HER2, MAGE-A1 and FBP peptides plus tetanus– –
toxoid helper peptide plus carboplatin and paclitaxel

II Active, not
recruiting

Stage III/IV ovarian, primary
peritoneal or fallopian cancer

NCT00373217 A.A. Jazaeri,
University of Virginia

HER2 (628 647) B-cell epitope and MVF T-helper epitope plus–
co-polymer CRL1005

IB Active, not
recruiting

Metastatic or recurrent breast,
gastric, lung and ovarian cancer

NCT00017537 P.L. Triozzi, University
of Alabama

(77

)
HER2 protein Cholesterol-bearing hydrophobized HER2 protein 146 plus

NY-ESO-1 and Picibanil
I Completed Esophageal, lung, stomach,

breast and ovarian cancer
NCT00291473 H. Shiku, Mie

University/Ludwig
Institute

dHER2 protein plus the AS15 liposome adjuvant I Completed HER2-positive metastatic breast NCT00140738 Glaxo SmithKline
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cancer
dHER2 protein plus the AS15 liposome adjuvant I Active, not

recruiting
High-risk breast cancer NCT00140738 Glaxo SmithKline

dHER2 protein plus the AS15 liposome adjuvant and lapatinib I/II Recruiting Metastatic breast cancer NCT00952692 M. Morse, Glaxo
SmithKline


